
 
 
                       GE Maskintjänst is looking for 
 

Machine mechanic 
 

Job duties 
As a machine mechanic, your duties consist of shift work in the field or work at 

our machines workshop, with service and repairs of our machines, which consists 

of construction and contracting machines. Such as excavators, dozers, wheel 

loaders, ridged trucks, articulated haulers, trailer, etc. 

 

The work takes place in close collaboration with colleagues within the department. 

The position is primarily shift work, but daytime hours may occur periodically or 

by agreement. 

 

Education experience 
We are looking for persons who have equivalent education or experience from the 

field of work, preferably with a focus on vehicle/machine mechanics. You have 

basic knowledge of vehicle/machine repairs as well as good Swedish or English 

skills both spoken and written. Meritorious is if you have education/experience in 

electronics/diagnostics. 

 

We are looking for a person who are flexible, self-motivated with good 

cooperation skills and a willingness to work with continuous improvements. You 

take initiative with good communication skills and are loyal to your employer. 

Driving license is a requirement with at least B. 

 

We strive for diversity among our employees with regard to gender, age and 

ethnicity, etc. With us, all employees participate actively to achieve a safe and 

good working environment. Work environment issues and saefty have the highest 

priority in the field of work. 

 

We offer 
We offer a varied everyday life that enables great personal development in an 

exciting company that operates in one of Sweden's most development-prone areas. 

Hundreds of millions will be invested in the area Malmfälten in the north of 

Sweden over the next few decades. Directly translated Malmfälten means “Ore 

fields”. So, please - Join us on the journey into the future. 

 
                     Disclosures 

Additional information about the service is provided by Janne Pellikka, 

+46 70-308 23 33, janne@maskintjanst.nu 

 

Application 
The application with CV is submitted via email to info@maskintjanst.com 

 

The recruitment process will take place continuously until the application 

deadline, so we ask you to send in your application as soon as possible. 

 

The application deadline is 15 of November 2023. 
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